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Abstract —Ubiquitous low cost multi-rotor and fixed wing
drones or unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) have accelerated
the need for reliable, robust, and scalable Structure-fromMotion (SfM) and Multi-View Stereo (MVS) pipelines suitable
for a variety of flightpath trajectories especially in degraded
environments. Feature tracking being a core part of SfM
and MVS, is essential for multiview scene modeling and
perception, but difficult to evaluate in large scale datasets due
to the lack of sufficient ground-truth. For large-scale aerial
imagery, accurate camera orientation and dense 3D point
cloud accuracy can be used to assess the impact of accurate
feature localization and track length. We propose a novel
view simulation (or synthesis) framework which generates
visually realistic new unseen camera views for feature detection using known high fidelity camera poses for modeling.
Seven state-of-the-art local handcrafted and learning-based features are quantitatively evaluated for robustness and
matchability within the SfM and MVS pipelines using the open source COLMAP software. Our experimental results provide
performance rankings of each feature, using twelve different evaluation metrics across three synthetic city-wide aerial
image sequences. We show that recent learned features, SuperPoint and LF-Net, have not only reached the quality of
the best handcrafted features like SIFT and SURF, but now outperform them in terms of more accurate 3D camera pose
estimates and longer feature tracks. SuperPoint produces 1.51 meter average position error and 0.03◦ average angular
error, while SIFT remains competitive (second best for pose and overall) with 1.78 meter and 0.11◦ errors respectively.
Index Terms — Local feature detector, SIFT, SURF, ORB, AKAZE binary feature, MSER, LF-Net, SuperPoint, image
matching, photogrammetry, camera pose, bundle adjustment, simulation environments, virtual reality, augmented reality.

E

I. I NTRODUCTION
XTRACTING features and establishing tracks of feature correspondences along a video sequence are
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critical steps in Structure-from-Motion (SfM) and Multi-View
Stereo (MVS) pipelines [1]. Many feature extraction methods
are exclusively designed for a particular computer vision
task [2], so their performance can be substantially influenced
by different types of input data. As a result, it is important to find feature extraction approaches that provide robust
results across different scenarios. SfM is widely used in many
applications including 3D reconstruction, autonomous driving,
robotics, augmented reality, 3D scanning, etc. Inputs to a SfM
system are raw images and the final outputs are a sparse
3D point cloud and estimated camera 3D poses. The first
main process performed on the input images is to apply local
feature detectors to identify potentially distinguishable image
points. Once the feature points are detected on each image,
a feature descriptor is used to assign a unique identity to
each feature. The feature descriptors from different views are
compared against each other so that feature correspondences or
matches are established. Such comparison takes place between
multiple views and those features that are matched together
create a group which is known as feature track. From the
geometry point of view, feature points within a track represent
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the images (projections) of an ideally unique 3D point from
the scene. At this stage, most SfM approaches use the 2D point
correspondences to estimate initial poses corresponding to
each image view. There are multiple approaches that are used
in the literature to estimate camera poses. Nister’s 5-point [3]
and Longuet-Higgins’ 8-point [4] are the two most common
algorithms for this purpose that estimate the essential and
fundamental matrices, respectively. Once the feature tracks are
built, and assuming that the camera poses are available, the
feature points within each track are triangulated (cast) into
3D as rays. Ideally, these rays must converge into a single 3D
point. However, in real scenarios this is not the case due to
existence of error in both feature localization and inaccuracy
of camera poses. There are both linear and non-linear methods
for triangulation so that an optimal 3D point is estimated for
the observations (feature points) within a track.
The triangulated tracks constitute a sparse 3D point cloud.
At this stage of the MVS pipeline, both the camera poses and
sparse 3D points are initialized. In real scenarios, however,
these initial values are always prohibitively noisy and too
inaccurate to be used in a downstream processes such as
dense 3D reconstruction. Therefore one has to refine them by
applying an optimization technique. Bundle Adjustment (BA)
is a well known approach in computer vision literature which
takes the initial values of the camera poses along with the
sparse 3D points obtained from the triangulation stage and
iteratively performs a non-linear least squares minimization to
produce a refined solution that satisfies the reprojection error
cost function [5], [8]. At this point, the geometry of cameras
are known and a set of sparse 3D points representing the
underlying scene are available. Henceforth, this information
can be potentially exploited by many downstream applications
such as dense 3D reconstruction [6], moving object tracking [9], image registration [10], [11], video analytics [12],
etc. As also stressed in [13], the outputs of such downstream
applications are only as good as the quality of the refined
camera poses and the input images. The quality of input
images mostly depends on the hardware technology. Recently,
we have been witnessing rapid advances in the availability of
high-resolution aerial imagery due to improvements in data
acquisition hardware and the abundant availability of lowcost unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs). This has increased the
demands for reliable, robust and scalable SfM methods which
can thoroughly exploit the available information in the highresolution imagery.
Therefore it is crucial to evaluate the performance of
different local features in the context of SfM and MVS,
particularly on city-scale wide area motion imagery (WAMI)
datasets [14], [15]. Performing a reliable evaluation of the estimated camera poses within a SfM pipeline has been impeded
by a lack of accurate ground-truth on city-scale WAMI
datasets. Instead, most of existing approaches have focused
their evaluation either on the components of a SfM pipeline
which do not require ground-truth such as reprojection error
and population of sparse and dense 3D points, or on some
toy-scale and non-realistic datasets [16]. To resolve this problem, we propose a visually realistic synthetic WAMI dataset
generation framework that provides high fidelity ground-truth

for the camera geometry. The developed large-scale synthetic
datasets enable us to systematically study the effects of local
features on the precision of the recovered camera 3D poses in
addition to the common indirect error metrics. We evaluate a
group of popular handcrafted features (both floating-point and
binary) and recently developed deep learning-based features
in a SfM and MVS pipeline, i.e. COLMAP [5]–[7], on our
proposed MU synthetic WAMI dataset and the public Digital
Imaging and Remote Sensing Image Generation (DIRSIG)
dataset [17] from Rochester Institute of Technology (RIT). The
proposed pipeline for local feature evaluation is illustrated in
Figure 1. Our experimental results indicate interesting observations on the reliability and suitability of various handcrafted
and learned features for different purposes. We provide
individual ranking of features for different categories of error
metrics including reprojection error, number of sparse 3D
points, number of inliers, and camera pose (position, rotation)
errors.
II. R ELATED W ORK
The requirement for robust local features has led to many
quantitative evaluation works on feature extraction methods.
Moreels and Perona [18] evaluated various combinations of
feature detectors and descriptors. Hessian-affine detector combined with SIFT descriptor performs the best under perspective distortions and illumination variances. Mikolajczyk and
Schmid [19] evaluated a group of feature descriptors on the
Oxford Affine Covariant Regions Dataset (ACRD) [20] which
presents photometric and geometric transformations in 8 image
sets. The performance of descriptors varies using different
feature detectors and the most widely-used SIFT descriptor
outperforms the other methods. Heinly et al. [21] compared
three binary feature descriptors, BRIEF [22], BRISK [23], and
ORB [24] with floating-point descriptors SIFT and SURF on
an extended Oxford Dataset. The experiments indicated that
binary descriptors achieve significant speed improvement but
their performances vary according to image transformation
types. SIFT descriptor yields the best results particularly for
geometric transformations. Fan et al. [16] provided comparative analysis of handcrafted features and learning based
features for image-based 3D reconstruction application on the
DTU MVS dataset [25] that contains different scenes including various small objects and surface materials, and a large
scale Structure-from-Motion dataset [26] that contains many
unordered Internet images of several landmarks collected by
ground cameras. Their evaluation results indicate that binary
features produce acceptable 3D reconstruction results on the
datasets with no distracting images. However, traditional
floating-point handcrafted features like SIFT still provide better results than their binary counterparts for large scale datasets
with distracting images. The learned descriptors in recent years
outperform the handcrafted methods but the pioneering deep
learning-based descriptor DeepDesc [27] provides less competitive performance. Schönberger et al. [7] presented extensive experimental evaluation of both handcrafted and learned
local feature descriptors for applications of SfM and MVS on
a group of small and large scale benchmark datasets. Their
evaluation verified that the learned descriptors outperform
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Fig. 1. Our feature evaluation pipeline consists of four components: (i) Dense 3D point cloud generation using AgiSoft commercial software with
our own 3D voxel rendering method for synthetic aerial imagery generation, (ii) feature extraction using different methods, (iii) feature association
and image-based 3D reconstruction (SfM and MVS) using COLMAP [5], [6], and (iv) quantitative evaluation. We use Matlab scripts provided by
COLMAP to interface between feature extraction and 3D reconstruction, and Python scripts for evaluation [7].

SIFT in general, but advanced handcrafted descriptors [28],
[29] yield comparable or superior results compared to the
state-of-the-art learned features particularly in complex SfM
scenarios. To address the lack of reliable training data for deep
learning-based methods, Mueller et al. [30] proposed an image
rendering and translation framework to generate high-quality
synthetic street-view images for both 2D and 3D computer
vision tasks. Nilosek et al. [17] developed a synthetic aerial
image dataset of a suburban scene for the purpose of evaluating
a variety of 3D reconstruction approaches in this scenario,
but the synthetic data was generated from a hand-made 3D
model which is not visually realistic. Özdemir et al. [31]
introduced 3DOMCity, a scale model photogrammetric contest benchmark for evaluating image-based tasks such as 3D
reconstruction and point cloud classification. The dataset is
derived from a physically constructed 3D scale model of a
city simulating an urban scene at fine detail using calibrated
and precisely positioned cameras. Stathopoulou et al. [32]
evaluated three 3D reconstruction pipelines (COLMAP, OpenMVG, and AliceVision) and their combinations on different
large scale datasets. Their experiments showed that SIFT
outperforms AKAZE for feature extraction in these pipelines,
and incremental bundle adjustment and patch-based MVS
produce more accurate results.
III. F EATURE D ETECTION AND D ESCRIPTION
In this section, we introduce the feature detectors and
descriptors that are evaluated in this article. Both handcrafted
and deep learning-based approaches are included.

A. Feature Detectors
A feature detector extracts features with distinctive patterns
from its local neighborhood in the image [33]. A reliable feature point detector is expected to consistently and accurately
detect keypoints over long image sequences. Feature points
detected on a sample image patch cropped from ABQ-215
synthetic aerial image by the feature detectors discussed below
are shown in Figure 2.
• SIFT : Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [34] uses
Difference of Gaussians DoG) for keypoints detection.
Keypoints are extracted from local maxima/minima in the

•

•

•

•

•

•

DoG at different scales. An orientation is then assigned
to each keypoint using orientation histogram from a local
region around the keypoint.
SURF: Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF) [35] feature
detector is developed based on SIFT but achieves higher
computation efficiency. SURF approximates Laplacian of
Gaussian using a box filter. SURF extracts keypoints from
the determinant of the Hessian matrix.
AKAZE: Accelerated KAZE [36] also uses the determinant of the Hessian matrix to detect keypoints. It uses
nonlinear scale space based on the Fast Explicit Diffusion (FED) operator. Rotation invariance is achieved
using Scharr filters.
ORB: Oriented FAST and Rotated BRIEF (ORB) [24]
utilizes the FAST corner detector [40] to extract keypoints
from a scale pyramid. The intensity centroid of the local
neighborhood around a keypoint estimates orientation.
MSER: MSER [37] is a grayscale blob detector. It extracts
maximally stable extremal regions (MSER) that are stable
connected components. Pixels inside an extremal region
should have approximately the same intensity through a
broad range of thresholds. Deep learning feature descriptor DeepCompare uses MSER keypoints.
LF-Net: Local Feature Network (LF-Net) [38] uses a fully
convolutional network to detect feature keypoints. The
scale-invariant feature points are detected from a final
feature score map by performing softmax operation on
N resized feature maps. The feature map for each scale
is produced by a simple ResNet [41] architecture.
SuperPoint: SuperPoint [39] uses a VGG-style [42]
encoder to convert an input image to reduced dimensionality tensors. The tensor is upsampled by an interest point
decoder to original size as a feature map. Pixel values in
the map represent the likelihood of keypoint detections.

B. Feature Descriptors
To create a feature descriptor, a local region around a feature
point is extracted and converted into a 1D array. A robust
descriptor is expected to be invariant to a wide range of
image transformations, such as translation, rotation, scale,
illumination variance, image blur, perspective changes, etc.
The studied feature descriptors are summarized in Table II.
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Fig. 2. Feature point detection results for a sample image patch (300 × 200 pixels) cropped from ABQ-215 first frame (1650 × 1100) of synthetic
aerial image sequence and the corresponding region of interest subsampled and cropped from the real aerial image with the same camera pose.
Red hollow circles (synthetic) and green filled circles (real image) show the detected feature points at the same resolution with detectors applied to
the patch and 150 keypoints detected using each method; red circles filled green are matches with a tolerance of 1 pixel in keypoint position. Dice
score for just the patch is shown in parenthesis.
TABLE I
S UMMARY OF THE E VALUATED F EATURE D ETECTORS . PARAMETERS OF E ACH F EATURE D ETECTOR FOR ABQ-215 D ATASET I NCLUDED

TABLE II
S UMMARY OF THE E VALUATED F EATURE D ESCRIPTORS

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

SIFT : The local neighborhood around a keypoint is
divided into 16 sub-regions. An 8-bin histogram of each
sub-region is computed using the orientation and gradient
magnitude. Concatenating the histograms from all subregions creates the descriptor.
SURF: 4 × 4 sub-regions are cropped from the local
area around a keypoint. Wavelet responses are computed
within each sub-region to form the descriptor.
AKAZE: AKAZE is a binary descriptor. It proposes a
Modified-Local Difference Binary (M-LDB) to perform
binary tests using intensity and gradient of local region
around a keypoint. The binary test results form the
descriptor.
ORB: ORB is also a binary descriptor. The binary tests are
operated on the sampling pairs that have low correlation
and high variance.

DeepCompare: DeepCompare [43] employs a Siamese
network to learn a similarity function for patches around
keypoints extracted by MSER detector.
LF-Net: Descriptor extraction is performed by a
descriptor network given a cropped image patch
around each keypoint. The network consists of three
convolutional filters followed by fully-connected
layers.
SuperPoint: A descriptor encoder is used to upsample
the intermediate tensor to the full size. A UCN-like [48]
is utilized to generate a descriptor for every 8 pixels.
Then bicubic interpolation is performed to create the
complete set of descriptors.

IV. S YNTHETIC DATASET G ENERATION
We use a pinhole camera model in which the homogeneous
2D point x = [x y 1] represents the image of a homogeneous
3D point X = [X Y Z 1] on the 2D camera focal plane with
the projection from 3D to 2D defined as:
x = K [R|t] X

(1)

where R3×3 and t3×1 are the rotation matrix and translation
vector from the world coordinate system to local camera coordinates, respectively, and K3×3 defines the camera calibration
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Fig. 3. Fast screen space area calculation for voxels. The convex hull for
the gray-shaded 3D voxel cube is determined using a lookup table based
on the hull code calculated from voxel extrema and camera position. The
projected image space convex voxel hulls and associated hull codes are
shown for three sample camera views.

(intrinsic or interior orientation) matrix:
⎡
⎤
f 0 u
K=⎣0 f v⎦
0 0 1

(2)

where f is the camera focal length in pixels, (u, v) is the
principal point and the lens distortion is treated as being
negligible or corrected in a separate step. The position of the
i t h camera, Ci in 3D is given by:


Ci = −Ri ti

(3)

We propose a 3D voxel renderer to generate synthetic aerial
image sequences. The synthetic aerial imagery generation
process utilizes a dense 3D point cloud of an urban area
provided by 3D reconstruction tools like Pix4D [49] and
AgiSoft [50]. Each point is rendered as a voxel represented by
a cube with position and extents. Our voxel software renderer
is designed to produce repeatable results independent of the
precision of the graphics hardware and to be efficient for views
where the rendered voxels will be approximately the size of a
single pixel.
Algorithm 1 GETHULLCODE: Generates Hull Code Using
Camera Position Compared to Voxel Minimum and Maximum
Ranges
Input : C, voxel /∗ camera position Eq. 3, voxel
extrema ∗/
Output : hullcode
1: hullcode ← (C x < voxelmin x )
+ (Cx > voxelmax x )  1
+ (C y < voxelmin y )  2
+ (C y > voxelmax y )  3
+ (Cz < voxelmin z )  4
+ (Cz > voxelmax z )  5
2: return (hullcode)
The projected image or screen space area of each voxel
is determined efficiently using the method by Schmalstieg
and Tobler [51]. A hull code is constructed by setting bits to

Fig. 4. Two synthetic views for ABQ point cloud rendered using the
recursive voxel renderer described in Section IV. Both the orthographic
(a) and low altitude (b) synthesized views are dissimilar from any camera
poses used during 3D reconstruction.

indicate the camera’s position with respect to minimum and
maximum extents of the voxel with two bits for each x, y, and
z direction as shown by G ET H ULL C ODE in Algorithm 1. This
hull code maps into a lookup table of pre-computed vertex
indices for the convex hull of a cube. Figure 3 shows three
examples of camera positions, hull codes, and the resulting
convex hulls. Each voxel vertex in the convex hull is projected
to the image plane and the area in pixels A is calculated using,
1
x i (yi+1 − yi−1 ),
2
n−1

A=

with i mod n

(4)

i=1

where x and y are the hull coordinates projected to the image
plane using Eq. (1) and n is the number of vertices in the
hull. While a projected voxel is larger than a single pixel, the
voxel is subdivided and the renderer recurses. Only when a
sub-voxel is at least as small as a single pixel is the fragment
tested against the depth buffer and drawn to the color buffer
if the depth test passes. Pseudocode for the voxel renderer
is given in Algorithm 2. G ET S UB VOXEL performs the voxel
subdivision returning a new voxel that is an octant of the
original. W RITE P IXEL projects the voxel center to the image
plane, performs a depth test, and updates pixel depth and color.
Figure 4 shows two synthesized views generated using our
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renderer that are dissimilar from any of the camera poses used
for 3D reconstruction.
Algorithm 2 RENDERVOXEL: Recursive Voxel-Based Subdivision Rendering
Input : camera, buffer, voxel
Output : buffer
/∗
Updated depth and color
pixel values ∗/
1: area ← I MAGE S PACE A REA (camera, voxel) /∗ Eq. 4
∗/
2: if area ≤ 1.0 then
3: W RITE P IXEL (camera, buffer, voxel)
4: else
5: for i ← 1 to 8 do
6:
subvoxel ← G ET S UB VOXEL (voxel, i)
7:
R ENDERVOXEL (camera, buffer, subvoxel)
8: end for
9: end if
10: return (buffer)

V. F EATURE T RACKING , S F M, AND MVS
In this section, we discuss the methodology for establishing feature tracks or associations, triangulation, and bundle
adjustment used in Structure-from-Motion (SfM) and MultiView Stereo (MVS) pipelines like COLMAP.

A. Feature Tracking
Algorithm 3 DISTANCERATIOMATCHING: Matching Strategy to
Establish Feature Tracks Using L2 Distances in Feature Space
Input : Reference image feature descriptor for r t h feature
point υr ∈ R; candidate feature descriptors in matching
image {υmi ∈ M |i = 1, 2, . . . , N}; ratio threshold τ = 0.8
as in [1], [7]
Output : Best match feature index i for υr in M
n
1: υm1 ← Find nearest neighbor, n 1 , of υr in M
n
2: υm2 ← Find second nearest neighbor, n 2 , of υr in M
n
3: dn1 ← D ISTANCE (υm1 , υr )
n
4: dn2 ← D ISTANCE (υm2 , υr )
5: if dn1 /dn2 ≥ τ then
6: /∗
No suitable matching feature found
for υr ∗/
7: n1 ← NULL
8: end if
9: return (n1 )
The performance of bundle adjustment (BA) and Structurefrom-Motion (SfM) is greatly influenced by feature tracking
accuracy over a long image sequence, since feature tracks may
contain outliers due to feature association mismatches. The
first step of feature tracking is to extract keypoints by applying
a feature detector on a pair of images, i.e. reference image and
matching image. A feature descriptor is then computed for
each keypoint by mapping the local neighborhood structure
around the keypoint in the image to a 1D array. After that,

the feature matching module (see Algorithm 3), calculates
the L 2 Euclidean feature distance between a descriptor in the
reference image and each descriptor in the matching image,
and then selects the best matching pair using (brute-force)
search and distance ratio threshold with τ = 0.8 as in the original SIFT implementation [34], COLMAP [7] and our DCTF
feature descriptor (with τ = 0.7) [1]. Feature correspondences
are exhaustively computed between all pairs of images in the
image sequence as discussed in COLMAP [5]–[7]. Feature
matching in the COLMAP internal pipeline and for external feature evaluation use the same distance ratio criterion
(Algorithm 3). Feature tracks are established by associating
two-view feature correspondences. Note that the same O(n 2 )
image matching strategy between n views is used for all
features evaluated in this work. In our related paper we used
faster O(n) image matching between sequential (temporally)
adjacent views [1], [10].

B. Triangulation
Ideally, all 2D points x j,i within a track of matched features
define the image coordinates of an identical 3D point X j in
the scene. In other words, if the 3D coordinates of a point
X j is known, then all its corresponding 2D image points
can be computed by projecting X j onto all views (camera)
using (1). In MVS applications the coordinates of 3D point
X j is not available, however, one can estimate it by casting
ray passing through the camera center and the image point in
each camera. In a perfect model, all the cast rays must intersect
at an identical point in 3D which would be equivalent to X.
However, in real scenarios this is not the case and therefore an
optimal solution for X must be estimated. One such method is
known as triangulation. The output of the triangulation stage
is a sparse 3D point cloud.
C. LM-Based Optimization for Bundle Adjustment
As mentioned previously, the 3D points associated with the
feature tracks are all estimated from the measurements (feature
points) using the geometry of the respective cameras (views).
The camera poses used to cast the rays and estimate the 3D
points in the triangulation process are often highly imprecise.
There is a common optimization method called Bundle Adjustment (BA) to improve the estimation. BA refers to the problem
of jointly refining the estimated camera poses and 3D points
in an optimal manner using reprojection error as the quality
metric. Given a set of n cameras with initial poses (translations
and orientations) and, m 3D points, BA optimization is defined
as a least squares minimization using the L 2 -norm or sum-ofsquared reprojection errors:
E=

min

Ri ,ti ,Ki ,X j

m
n 


x j i − g(X j , Ri , ti , Ki )2

(5)

i=1 j =1

where Ri , ti , Ki are respectively the rotation matrix, translation vector and calibration (intrinsic) matrix of the i -th camera,
X j is the j -th 3D point in the scene and observation x j i is
the 2D image coordinates of feature X j in camera i . The
mapping g(X j , Ri , ti , Ki ) is the reprojection model defined in
(1). The reprojection error basically measures the Euclidean
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distances between the projection of an estimated 3D point
on its corresponding views using the estimated camera poses
(rotation and translation) and the observation 2D point in the
same view. In an ideal case (noise free), E must be zero.
However, this is not the case due to presence of noise both in
the feature correspondences (e.g. low localization precision)
and also in the estimated camera poses. In order to optimize
these estimations and mitigate the noise level, Levenberg
Marquardt (LM) [8], [52] is the most widely used solver
for BA optimization process. It is worth mentioning that the
intrinsic parameters of the cameras used in our experiments
are all considered to be available. When this is not the case,
camera calibration methods for estimating camera intrinsic
parameters can be utilized [53]–[55].

D. Dense Reconstruction
After generating the sparse point cloud and camera poses
by SfM, COLMAP recovers a dense model of the scene using
a MVS pipeline [6]. The depth and normal estimates for
each registered image are first produced with pixel-wise view
selection using photometric and geometric constraints. Then
the depth and normal estimates are fused into a dense point
cloud. Finally, a dense surface is created from the fused point
cloud.
VI. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
We evaluated the local features discussed in Section III
for image-based 3D reconstruction using SfM and MVS on
three synthetic aerial image sequences. Implementation of
handcrafted feature methods SIFT, SURF, AKAZE, and ORB
used the OpenCV 4.2 C++ (CPU) library. The open source
code and pre-trained models for the deep learning-based
feature methods DeepCompare, LF-Net, and SuperPoint were
by the original authors. Experiments for all methods used the
same computer with an 8-core Intel Core i7-7700HQ 2.80GHz
CPU and an NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1060 GPU.

A. Evaluation Protocols
Algorithm 4 Local Feature Evaluation Procedure for SfM and
MVS Pipelines Using COLMAP Drivers [7]
1: Feature point detection and description
2: Feature matching ← D ISTANCE R ATIO M ATCHING
3: Feature track creation
4: Structure-from-Motion (SfM) using COLMAP
5: Multi-View Stereo (MVS) using COLMAP
6: Quantitative evaluation
1) SfM and MVS Using COLMAP: The feature detection

and matching for establishing feature tracks discussed in
Section V-A are based only on 2-D image appearance information. We use COLMAP [5]–[7] to evaluate the features in the
context of Structure-from-Motion and Multi-View Stereo since
COLMAP is widely used for image-based 3D reconstruction
tasks [32]. The evaluation procedure is shown in Algorithm 4.
The image-based 3D reconstruction pipeline generally performs SfM first on input image sequences to produce the
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optimized camera poses and a sparse representation of the
scene. After that, MVS is performed on the image sequence
and the output of SfM to reconstruct a dense point cloud of the
scene. As a result, the accuracy of a feature matching approach
can have a significant impact on the quality of both SfM and
MVS and it is beneficial to have a quantitative evaluation
of different features in this scenario. We select the following
metrics to quantify the feature performances.
• # Sparse 3D Points: number of 3D points reconstructed
in the sparse model generated by SfM.
• Average Track Length: average number of consecutively
matched feature keypoints (verified observations) along a
feature track within an image sequence.
• Average 2D Observations per Image: average number
of verified matched keypoints in one image within a
sequence.
• Reprojection Error: distance between the projected image
point from the triangulated 3D point and the observed
image point.
• # Inlier Pairs: total number of inlier pairs within a
sequence. An inlier image pair is defined as a pair of
images in the input sequence that contains a minimum of
15 inlier feature matches.
• # Inlier Matches: total number of verified inlier feature
matches (correspondences) within a sequence. Two-view
geometric verification protocols [5] are used to differentiate inlier matches from outliers.
• # Dense 3D Points: number of 3D points reconstructed
in the dense model generated by MVS.
2) Camera Pose Error: To evaluate features in terms of
recovered camera pose accuracy, we compute position error
and angular error for each camera recovered by COLMAP
using feature tracks from each method. The camera poses used
in 3D voxel renderer for synthetic data generation (shown in
Figure 1) are used as ground-truth. The coordinate system of
the recovered cameras is aligned to that of the ground-truth
cameras [56]. The positional L 2 error for camera i is,


Ci − Ci 
ec (i ) = 
(6)
where 
Ci is the estimated position of camera i using
COLMAP, Ci as the ground-truth location of camera i , with,
1 2
ec (i ) .
n
n

RM S E c =

(7)

i=1

The maximum position error ec(i) can be useful to identify
extreme outliers in the estimated camera positions,
E c = max (ec (i ))
i=1,...,n

(8)

The camera angular error can be measured in several ways
including Euler angles, quaternions, and the polar or rotation
angle, based on an axis-angle representation [57]. Using the
axis-angle representation, a rotation matrix is defined as a
rotation by angle α around an axis, with trace(R) = 1 +
2 cos(α). The angular error for camera i is then [57], [58],


Ri ) − 1)/2
eα (i ) = arccos (trace(Ri 
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TABLE III
C AMERA AND F LIGHTPATH PARAMETERS TO G ENERATE S YNTHETIC
A ERIAL I MAGE S EQUENCES I NCLUDING F RAME S IZE ( QUARTER
R ESOLUTION C OMPARED TO O RIGINAL WAMI [10], [15] BY
S HORTENING F OCAL L ENGTH , S AME FOV), H EIGHT A BOVE G ROUND
L EVEL (AGL), C IRCULAR O RBIT R ADIUS ( KM ), AVERAGE G ROUND
S AMPLING D ISTANCE ( CM ) AND L ENS F OCAL L ENGTH (P IXEL U NITS )

Fig. 6. Flightpaths used for generating synthetic WAMI sequences. ABQ215 consists of 215 cameras (views). Altitude above ground level (AGL)
and orbit radius for ABQ-215 are 1.5km and 2.5km respectively. LA-351
consists of 351 cameras. AGL and orbit radius for LA-351 are 4.5km and
4.3km respectively.

Fig. 5. First and middle frames from three synthetic aerial image
sequences. ABQ-215 and LA-351 sequences were generated by the proposed 3D voxel renderer, consisting of 215 and 351 images respectively.
Image size for both sequences are 1650 × 1100. RIT-DIRSIG is a public
synthetic geospatial dataset consisting of 420 aerial images. Image size
for RIT-DIRSIG is 1200 × 800.

where 
Ri is the COLMAP estimated rotation matrix for
camera i , Ri is the ground-truth rotation matrix for camera
i . Similar to position error, Eq. 7 and Eq. 8, RMSE and
maximum of angular error are calculated as,
RM S E α =

n
1 2
eα (i )
n

(10)

the same camera flightpaths for rendering synthetic views,
with exact camera poses, for both ABQ-215 and LA-351
sequence. The camera flight paths are shown in Figure 6.
Note that we used wider lens, shorter focal length to generate
MU Synthetic WAMI dataset in order to accommodate deep
learning algorithms such as LF-Net and SuperPoint that have
difficulty scaling up to large images.
2) RIT-DIRSIG Synthetic Geospatial Dataset: Rochester
Institute of Technology (RIT) Digital Imaging and Remote
Sensing Image Generation (DIRSIG) dataset [17] provides
synthetic aerial imagery and camera pose information. The
synthetic frame was generated using a hand-built 3D scene of
a suburban area. The camera flightpath was a simulated full
circular orbit around the scene.

i=1

E α = max (eα (i )).
i=1,...,n

(11)

B. Aerial Imagery Datasets
We evaluate the local features discussed in Section III on
two sequences from the proposed MU synthetic WAMI dataset
and a public synthetic geospatial dataset (RIT-DIRSIG). The
detailed data information is shown in Table III. Sample frames
from each image sequence are shown in Figure 5.
1) MU Synthetic WAMI Dataset: We generated two synthetic
WAMI aerial image sequences of urban scenes, i.e. Albuquerque (ABQ) and Los Angeles (LA), using the 3D voxel
renderer described in Section IV. The dense 3D point cloud
reconstructions were estimated using AgiSoft [50]. The input
to AgiSoft included the real aerial image sequences that were
captured by an airborne camera mounted on an aircraft circling
the downtown areas of ABQ and LA. The flight trajectory
for the real aerial data collection was a full orbit and the
camera constantly tracked the center of the scene. We used

C. Feature Detection Evaluation
We use the Dice coefficient to assess the quality of the
keypoint feature detections in the synthetic WAMI frames
compared to the original ABQ-215 and LA-351 images [10],
[15] (see Figure 7). The per frame (or per camera) Dice
coefficient for each feature is,
 i, f ∩ Mi, f |
2 × |M
(12)
Dice(i, f ) =

|Mi, f | + |Mi, f |
 i, f is the keypoints mask for the i t h synthetic frame
where M
(or camera) and feature detector, f , in which each keypoint
is one pixel. Mi, f is the ground-truth keypoints (single pixel
detection) mask extracted using the corresponding real image.
 i, f | and |Mi, f | represent the number of non-zero elements
|M
in each mask. The Dice coefficient compares the baseline
(ground-truth) keypoints extracted by each feature detector
applied to the original WAMI images with corresponding
synthetic frames. Point correspondences are identified within a
tolerance of 1 pixel in position. The larger the Dice coefficient,
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TABLE IV
T IMING ON T HREE S YNTHETIC A ERIAL I MAGE S EQUENCES . AVERAGE
PER F RAME T IME I S THE T IME TAKEN TO C OMPLETE F EATURE
D ETECTION AND D ESCRIPTION I NCLUDING I/O. S PEED I S THE T IME TO
P ROCESS ½¼ P IXELS . F IRST, S ECOND, AND T HIRD B EST R ESULTS
FOR E ACH S EQUENCE A RE H IGHLIGHTED IN R ED , GREEN ,
AND BLUE , R ESPECTIVELY

the more similar the detected keypoints are compared to the
ground-truth. As shown in Figure 7, the majority of keypoints
across detectors and synthetic frames are in agreement with
their corresponding ground-truth keypoint locations with the
highest for SIFT and ORB and lowest for MSER. Both
handcrafted and learned feature detectors generated consistent
detection results across frames in ABQ-215 and LA-351
sequences. MSER detector produced the lowest Dice coefficient but still more than half of the keypoints MSER detected
on synthetic frames are consistent with those it detected on
the real aerial images. The feature detection performances of
different methods demonstrate the high image quality of the
proposed synthetic WAMI sequences with respect to the real
WAMI dataset.

D. SfM and MVS Evaluation
The quantitative evaluation results of handcrafted features
and learned features for SfM and MVS tasks on synthetic
aerial image sequences are shown in Table V. To minimize the
bias within an image sequence, we use the same number of
feature points for each method, i.e. 5000 keypoints are detected
by each method for ABQ-215 and LA-351 and 3000 keypoints
for RIT-DIRSIG. Average per frame run-time for each method
to perform feature extraction (detection and description) in
three synthetic aerial image sequences is shown in Table IV.
Feature methods are ranked using each evaluation metric,
−1
 3
1
rank( f | m, s)
(13)
score( f | m) =
3
s=1

where f denotes a feature method, m an evaluation metric in
Table V, and s one of the synthetic test sequences. We sort the
scores and present the ranking of methods for each metric in
Table VI. Additionally, we compute the overall score of each
method over all evaluation metrics including speed (Table IV)
using the Equation below and show the overall ranking in the
last column of Table VI.
12
1 
score( f | m)
score( f ) =
12

(14)

m=1

As shown in Table V and Table VI, the handcrafted features
produce larger numbers of sparse points as SfM output for
all three synthetic aerial imagery sequences. SURF performs

Fig. 7.
Localization agreement of 2D feature detectors, between
synthetically generated WAMI frames and original corresponding views,
downsampled to match a synthetic camera. Thresholds adjusted to
get 5000 keypoints in both synthetic and downsampled original images.
Dice coefficient equivalent to percent of point correspondences with a
tolerance of 1 pixel in position.

the best on both ABQ-215 and RIT-DIRSIG sequences and
the third best on the LA-351 sequence. Two binary features, AKAZE and ORB, provide similar number of sparse
points as SIFT. Deep learning-based features generate less
sparse points in comparison. Number of inlier pairs exhibits
a similar pattern that handcrafted features outperform the
learned features in general. SIFT and SURF provide consistent performance on three sequences, producing the most
inlier image matching pairs. ORB which is widely used in
simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) also yields
comparable results. This metric indicates that SIFT, SURF,
and ORB are capable of matching features between images
with large perspective variations. Additionally, AKAZE and
ORB perform well in terms of number of dense points
as MVS output. Surprisingly, handcrafted features including
SIFT, SURF, and AKAZE provide more accurate localization
and smaller reprojection errors compared to learned features.
However, the average track length using these handcrafted
features are much shorter than tracks produced by recent deep
learning-based features, like LF-Net and SuperPoint. Longer
feature tracks tend to result in greater average reprojection
error according to (5) because longer tracks consist of more
cameras which on the other hand tend to generate more
precise camera pose refinement (see Section VI-E for detailed
discussion). For number of observations per image and number
of inlier matches, LF-Net and SuperPoint also generated superior results by producing a larger number of accurate feature
matches between image pairs. By comparison, DeepCompare
which is an early approach for deep learning based feature
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TABLE V
F EATURE E VALUATION FOR S F M AND MVS ON T HREE S YNTHETIC A ERIAL I MAGE S EQUENCES . RMSE AND M AXIMUM OF P OSITION E RROR AND
A NGULAR E RROR A RE THE E VALUATION M ETRICS FOR C AMERA P OSE ACCURACY. U NITS FOR P OSITION E RROR AND A NGULAR E RROR A RE
M ETERS AND D EGREES , R ESPECTIVELY. # Dense 3D Points I S U SED FOR MVS E VALUATION AND THE O THER M ETRICS A RE FOR S F M
E VALUATION . F IRST, S ECOND, AND T HIRD B EST R ESULTS FOR E ACH C OLUMN IN E ACH I MAGE S EQUENCE A RE H IGHLIGHTED IN R ED , GREEN ,
AND BLUE , R ESPECTIVELY

TABLE VI
AVERAGE R ANK (E Q . 13) OF F EATURES FOR E ACH E VALUATION M ETRIC (C OLUMN ) OVER T HREE S YNTHETIC A ERIAL I MAGE S EQUENCES IN
TABLE IV AND TABLE V. L AST C OLUMN S HOWS OVERALL R ANK FOR E ACH F EATURE U SING AVERAGE OF R ANKS FOR A LL M ETRICS (E Q . 14)

extraction provides weak feature matching performance,
resulting in the smallest number of observations per frame,
fewest number of inlier pairs and the largest reprojection
error.
Similar to the observation by Fan et al. in [16], our evaluation results demonstrate that a binary feature has an advantage
of speed and is competent for a SfM pipeline by producing
reasonable results compared to the floating-point features such
as SIFT and SURF which are computationally expensive.

However, the binary feature ORB generates one of the shortest
average track length among all the features. Moreover, ORB
produces significantly fewer inlier matches than SIFT, SURF,
and AKAZE using the same amount of feature keypoints.
Another observation in [16] on the learned features underperforming the handcrafted features (SIFT and SURF) is
consistent with ours when only the usual indirect metrics such
as reprojection error and number of generated sparse points
etc, are taken into account.
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TABLE VII
AVERAGE R EPROJECTION E RROR (P IXELS ), C AMERA P OSE E RRORS
RMSE AND M AXIMUM P OSITION E RROR (M ETERS ), AND A NGULAR
E RROR (D EGREES ) ACROSS T HREE S YNTHETIC A ERIAL S EQUENCES
FOR THE S EVEN F EATURE M ETHODS E VALUATED. F EATURES A RE
S ORTED BY T HEIR AVERAGE R ANK (C OLUMNS 3 TO 6) ACROSS
D ATASETS IN TABLE V; SIFT AND LF-N ET A RE T IED

Fig. 8. Visualization of position error (top) and angular error (bottom)
for each method on three synthetic aerial image sequences using box
plots. The bottom and top edges of each box represent the 25-th and
75-th percentiles respectively. The bar inside each box marks the median
value. The whiskers extend to the extreme inlier data points. The outlier
data points are marked with red plus symbols. Units for position error
and angular error are meters and degrees, respectively.

E. Camera Pose Estimation Accuracy
The camera pose estimation accuracy as an output of SfM
is evaluated by computing the position error and angular error
compared to the ground-truth camera poses for each view in
the sequence. Our results show that the learned features (LFNet and SuperPoint) in recent years produce superior results in
terms of precision of the estimated camera poses (rotation and
translation). We believe the reason behind this is the ability
of these learned features to persistently detect and accurately
match keypoints over the image sequences. This is verified
in the Avg Track Length column in Table V despite the fact
that the reprojection error for these advanced learned features
are higher than that of the handcrafted features like SIFT and
SURF. As shown in Table VI, SIFT and SURF also generate
low camera pose errors as well as relatively long feature
tracks. This is aligned with the observation in [10] that a
longer feature track leads to camera pose refinements of higher
quality. In other words, the longer tracks tie more cameras to
each other within the BA optimization and lead to a lower drift
on the camera 3D poses by keeping many cameras together.
The summary statistics of position error and angular error of
each method for three image sequences are illustrated using
box plots in Figure 8. The average position errors and angular
errors of each method for the three sequences are shown
in Table VII. Additionally, we evaluated the camera pose
estimation accuracy of COLMAP baseline using three SIFT
implementations provided (SIFT-GPU, RootSIFT [59], and
DSP-SIFT [29]). COLMAP using RootSIFT and SIFT-GPU
features generate better or comparable results with SuperPoint,
slightly outperforming COLMAP using DSP-SIFT features.

In summary, all methods demonstrate consistent camera pose refinement performances across different image
sequences. SuperPoint as the state-of-the-art learned features
outperform the rest of the feature methods and both provide the lowest position and angular errors across frames
with small variances. Handcrafted floating-point SIFT and
SURF yield comparable results as LF-Net. Handcrafted binary
features AKAZE has remarkably higher speed performance
but its camera pose refinement accuracy is inferior to SIFT
and SURF. Another binary feature ORB and the early deep
learning-based method DeepCompare exhibit the worst results
in terms of both position error and angular error. Both ORB
and DeepCompare show large error variances across frames
in each sequence.
VII. C ONCLUSION
We evaluated the performance of some of the most popular
handcrafted and deep learning-based local features, within the
widely used COLMAP open source SfM and MVS pipelines.
We used a pixel accurate voxel renderer to generate simulated
city-scale WAMI datasets from an AgiSoft 3D point cloud
model reconstructed from real aerial imagery, as well as a
fully synthetic open source campus model RIT-DIRSIG with
synthetic aerial imagery. Unlike most existing work in this
domain, our evaluations includes metrics for measuring the
feature performance on the camera pose estimation, as a
result of the proposed realistic-looking synthetic view generation framework. Our categorized ranking of the features
shows the suitability and reliability of each type of feature
depending on the application. Handcrafted features produced
more reconstructed sparse and dense points with smaller
reprojection errors compared to the deep learning-based features. Surprisingly, smaller reprojection error did not result
in better camera pose estimates. However, recently developed
learning-based features, i.e. SuperPoint and LF-Net, provided
longer feature tracks and greater number of inlier matches.
More importantly, advanced learned features outperformed
the handcrafted features in terms of recovered camera pose
accuracy. We observe that the earlier DeepCompare learned
feature generated lower quality results in general. Handcrafted
binary features, AKAZE and ORB, had a significant speed
advantage but their performance was inferior to other state-ofthe-art features. Future work will focus on further improving
image quality of the synthetic aerial imagery, using calibrated
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scale models and evaluating features using additional SfM and
MVS pipelines.
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